Fisent Risk Service Overview
Fisent Risk is an application for financial institutions to design and configure their own proprietary risk engine, as well as
automate their risk assessment processes. The application enables automation of the entire customer risk lifecycle,
including screening, document management, approvals, enhanced due diligence and more. The application can be run as
a single platform interface, or via API for more targeted use cases.

Business Outcomes
Create transparency. Provide deep and clear
visibility for regulators, auditors and third parties
into the scope of the risk program.
Automate decisioning. Define rules to return
real-time decisions, backed by objective,
non-biased and auditable scoring methods.
Eliminate legacy systems. Transform and
eliminate existing legacy processes, such as
spreadsheets, emails and paper forms.
Reduce manual intervention. Automate and
auto-resolve reviews so human resources can be
focused on high-risk customers.

Key Features
Custom risk engine.
Centralized risk profiles.
Integrated work management.
Manage periodic reviews.
Event driven risk.
External integrations.

Use Cases
Customer onboarding. Leverage the risk engine to
automatically risk rate customers during the
onboarding process and make real-time decisions
on approval.
Retail risk management. Build a comprehensive
risk database of all customers and schedule
automated periodic reviews to maintain
compliance with local regulations at scale.
Corporate/commercial risk. Model and maintain
complex corporate/commercial customer risk
networks and profiles across a wide range of legal
structures and jurisdictions.
Institutional risk assessment. Develop a digitized
system for managing institutional risk, including
counterparty risk management and embedded
regulatory compliance.
Risk and compliance CRM. Maintain a single view
for all customer risk data, risk history and related
compliance information including documentation,
beneficial ownership and product behavior.
KYC and risk lifecycle compliance. Manage the
end-to-end lifecycle associated with all applicable
AML and KYC regulations, including customized
flows, approvals and internal processes.
Organizational risk insights. Gain insights into risk
factors across the institution and surface factors
driving organizational risk through reporting and
visual dashboards.

Have Fisent Up and Running in 8 Weeks with Hoverstate
As a Fisent partner, Hoverstate can get Fisent Risk
fully implemented and customized to your
organization’s unique needs in as little at 8 weeks.
We’ll also train your staff on how to use it
effectively.
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You can count on Hoverstate to get the
application running seamlessly so your team can
focus on what matters

